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Abstract 
This paper describes a new algorithm for the verification of bisimulation for labelled tran
sition systems. Usually, most verification algorithms require the whole labelled transition 
system being explicitly stored. Nevertheless, we can find in the literature another class of 
verification algorithms whose main achievement is that the to-be-verified labelled transi
tion system does not have to be kept in memory. Accordingly, a better use of available 
memory can be achieved and, as a consequence, bigger systems can be processed. 

The algorithm described in this paper can be classified among the last ones. Further
more, it offers a trade-off between the partition refinement and graph traversal techniques. 

Keywords 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Growing complexity and the need for an homogeneous framework for the specification, 
implementation and analysis of distributed communications systems (e.g. OSI systems) 
has led to the development and application of Formal Description Techniques (FDT). 

LOTOS [IS088] is an FDT that can be classified among the so-called process algebraic 
languages (e.g. CCS [Mil89], CSP [Hoa85]). The underlying semantics of these languages, 
and in particular of LOTOS, can be described by means of labelled transition systems 
(LTS). 
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One important aspect of the FDT-based analysis of distributed systems is ve·rification, 
which can be related to the notion of equivalent behaviour. A particularly useful approach 
to verification is based on behavioural equivalence relations, which provide a way to 
compare different descriptions of a system. As already said, the semantic of LOTOS 
defines a program as an LTS. Furthermore, different abstraction levels of the system can 
be represented using this formal framework (i.e. LTS). 

We can find in the literature different flavours of equivalence relations. Among them, 
bisimulations seems to be very attractive: they have clean semantics, are well-defined, and 
for each of them a normal form can be obtained. 

Paige and Tarjan [PT87] have proposed an algorithm (PT-algorithm) to compute the 
normal form of an LTS for the strong bisimulation relation. Therefore, a decision procedure 
for the strong bisimulation of two LTS can be based on the calculation of the normal form 
for both LTS. 

Basically, PT-algorithm refines a partition of process states until it becomes compatible 
with its transition relation. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(mlog(n)), where 
m is the number of transitions and n the size of the state space. With this method the 
whole LTS has to be stored (states + transitions). Thus, the amount of memory used 
limits the size of to-be-analyzed behaviours. 

There are decision procedures that can be used to compare LTS without explicitly main
taining both states and transitions. With such methods, verification can be done during 
the generation of the LTS. If the only objective is verification, it is not necessary to keep 
in memory the whole being generated LTS (states + transitions) and, as a consequence, 
memory usage is drastically reduced. 

In this paper, we present a decision procedure that can be viewed as a trade-off between 
the partition refinement and the above mentioned technique. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: in section 2 some definitions are given. In section 3, the verification 
method for strong bisimulation, both deterministic and non-deterministic (general) cases, 
is discussed. Section 4 is devoted to examples and other applications of the proposed 
algorithms. Finally, in section 5 some conclusions are presented. 

2 DEFINITIONS 

Definition 1 (Labelled Transition System) A Labelled Transition System Q is de
fined as a 4-tuple Q =< (3, L, T, Bo > where: 

• f3 is a non-empty set of states. 
• L is a set of observable actions. 
• T = {-a-+~ f3 x fJ[ a E (L U { i})} is a set of transitions. 
• B 0 E f3 is the initial state of Q. 

0 

LTS states will be represented using its corresponding behaviour expressions. On the 
other side, only finite-state LTS will be considered. 
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Notation 
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Out(B) 

Tr'(B) 
path(B0 , s) 

length(x) 

a(k) 
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Meaning 

is the alphabet of observable actions. 
is the set of observable actions plus the internal action i, i.e.:£+= 
LU{i}. 
is the set of strings (direct traces) that can be constructed using 
elements from £+; r, s, t denote its elements and f represents the 
empty string. 
:3 Bi (1 ~ j < n) , with s = a1 ••. an, a; E £+,such that B- a1 --+ 
B1- · · ·--+ Bn-1- an--+ B'. 
= {B' E fJI B- a--+ B'} is the set of direct a-derivatives from B. 
This set can also be defined for a direct traces E (£+)•. 
= {a E £+ I D;;'(B) # 0}, i.e. the set of actions (including i) 
accepted by B. 
= {s E (£+)*1 D;'(B) # 0}, is the set of direct traces from B. 
= {a E (J* I a = (BoBt ... B; ... Bn) and s = a1 ... an, such that 
Bo - a1 --+ B1 - · · · --+ B; - · · · - an --+ Bn} 
where if x = t E (L +)•, is the number of actions that compose trace 
t, and if x =a E path(B, t) is the number of states that compose 
a (note that length(a) = length(t) + 1). 
is the k-th component of the sequence a (from 0 to length( a) - 1). 
is the cardinality of the set Q. 

If no confusion arises, we will write trace resp. derivative instead of direct trace resp. direct 
derivative. 

According to [Mil89], strong bisimulation is defined as follows: 

Definition 2 (Strong Bisimulation) "" = nkEO "'k where CJ is the class of all the 
ordinals, and "'k is defined as: 

• B1 "'o B2, for all behaviour expressions B1 and B2. 
• B1 "'k+l B2 iff Va E £+: 

D 

{i} Whenever B 1 - a --+ B~ then, for some B~, B 2 - a --+ B~ and B~ "'k B~ 
{ii} Whenever B 2 - a--+ B~ then, for some B~, B 1 - a--+ B~ and B~ "'k B~ 

Definition 3 Two behaviours B1 and B2 are action-equivalent {Bt ~a B2) iff both ex
presions accept the same actions, i.e. Out (Bt) = Out (B2). 
D 

Definition 4 Two paths a 1 and a2 are action equivalent iff: 
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• length(a1) = length(a2) 
• a1 (j) ~a a2(j), 0 ~ j < length( a!) 

0 

Definition 5 Lett E (£+)• be a trace. Two behaviour expressions B 1 and B2 are {strongly) 
coherent in trace t iff: 

e t E Tr'(Bl) n Tr'(B2) 
• Va1 E path(B1, t) :la2 E path(B2, t) I a1 ~a a2 
• Va2 E path(B2, t) :la1 E path(B1, t) I a2 ~a a1 

D 

Definition 6 Two behaviour expressions B1 and B2 are (strongly) coherent {B1 x B2} 
if they are coherent in all t E Tr'(B1) U Tr'(B2). 
D 

Action equivalence is the same as first order bisimulation ("'I) according to definition 2. 
Coherence is stronger than direct trace equivalence. For example, in figure 1 B10 and B20 

are trace-equivalent (both expressions admit the same trace set: a, aa, ab, aaa and aab) 
but they are not (strongly) coherent because they are not coherent in traces aaa and aab. 

Proposition 7 B1 f. B2 ==> B1 f B2. (i.e. B1 "'B2 ==> B1 x B2) 
D 

Proof 
As coherence is stronger than trace equivalence, we assume that both expressions are trace 
equivalent but not coherent (if they are not trace equivalent, then they are not bisimilar). 
So, there exists at least traces s, s' E Tr'(B1) U Tr'(B2) (where s' =sa, a E £+) such 
that both B1 and B2 are coherent in s but not coherent in s'. 

This means that one of the following conditions must be satisfied (where n = length( s')): 

• :Ja1 E path(B1, s') such that Va2 E path(B2, s') a1(n) 'f.a a2(n) 
a1(n) 'f.a a2(n) • :Ja1 E path(B1, s') such that Va2 E path(B2, s') 

We focus on the first condition (the second is similar). 
a1 (n) 'f.a a2(n) implies that a 1 (n) h a2(n). For n-1 we have that a1 (n-1) "'1 a2(n-1) 

but a1(n- 1) h a2(n- 1). 
This reasoning is applied iteratively to deduce that a1(0) fn+l a2(0). As a consequence, 

B1 f B2. 
D 

The converse is not true. In figure 1, expressions B 10 and B2o are not strongly coherent, 
and therefore they are not bisimulation equivalent. On the other side, B3o and B4o are 
strongly coherent, but they are not bisimulation equivalent. 

The following generalization is obtained directly from the proof of proposition 7: 
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Bw B2o 

a a a a 

Bu B21 

a a 

B13 B14 B23 

b a a b 

B3o B4o 

a a 

B31 B41 

b b b 

B32 B33 

a a 

B34 B35 B43 B44 

b c b c 

Figure 1 Example of definition 6 

Proposition 8 If B1 and B2 are strongly coherent in trace t E (L +)•, and 3cr1 E 

path(B1, t). 3k :S length(t) such that Vcr2 E path(B2, t) : cr1(k) f cr2(k), then B1 f B2. 
0 

3 VERIFICATION OF STRONG BISIMULATION 

3.1 Deterministic case 

An LTS is deterministic if it has at most one derivative for every action and state. For
mally: 
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Bso Bso 

a 

Figure 2 Coherence for a deterministic LTS. 

Definition 9 An LTS < /3, L, T, B0 > is deterministic iff: 
VB E /3, \:Ia E U : card(D;:(B)) :::; 1. 
D 

For the deterministic case, the converse of proposition 7 holds: 

Proposition 10 Let B1 be a deterministic LTS. B1 "'B2 iff B1 ~ B2 . 

D 

Proof 
( ==>) Straightforward from prop. 7. 

Bss 

b 

( <===) From B1 ~ B2 and definition 6 we have that B1 and B2 are direct trace equivalent, 
i.e. Tr'(Bl) = Tr'(B2)· 
From B1 being deterministic we have that Vt E Tr'(BI) : card(Dt'(BI)) = 1, and from 
B1 ~ B2, \:It E Tr'(BI) and VB:, Bj E Dt'(B2) U Dt'(B1) : B: ~a Bj 
And as a consequence we have that 

'rlt E Tr'(BI). B~ E Dt'(BI). VB~ E Dt'(B2) : B~ "'B~ 

If t = E, then D-;'(BI) = {BI} and D-;'(B2) = {B2}, and B1 "'B2. 
D 

Note that if both to-be-verified LTS are deterministic, strong bisimulation verifica
tion reduces to assess trace equivalence. This property does not hold if one LTS is 
non-deterministic. In figure 2, B50 is (direct) trace-equivalent to B60 , but they are not 
(strongly) coherent (traces aaa and aab) nor (strongly) bisimulation equivalent. 

In the case of one LTS being deterministic, proposition 10 reduces strong bisimulation 
verification to verify strong coherence, and more specifically action equivalence, directed 
by (the traces of) the deterministic LTS. 
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function veriLbf(B1 , B2 ): boolean 
C := 0; list := { (B1, B2)}; 
while list =1- 0 do begin 

(B;, B1) :=pop( list); 
if (B;, B1) rf_ C then 

end; 

if B; '1:-a B1 then return(false) 
else begin 

insert (B;, B1) inC; 
for each a E Out(B;) do begin (* Next states to explore *) 

B; := get(D;!(B;)); 
for each Bj E D;!(B1) do insert(list, (B;, Bj)); 

end; 
end; 

return( true); 
end veriLbf 

Figure 3 Deterministic case, version 1 
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The first proposed algorithm (figure 3) is based on these ideas. Using a breath-first
search (BFS) strategy, to-be-verified state pairs are stored in list list using function insert. 
Function get picks an element from a set, i.e. returns an element and deletes it from that 
set. Already verified (~a) state pairs are stored in set C. On behalf of notation simplicity, 
we suppose that the LTS represented by B1 is the deterministic one. 

The strong bisimulation verification procedure terminates either when a non action
equivalent derivative pair is found (i.e.: starting behaviours B 1 and B2 were not bisimu
lation equivalent), or when all pairs in list also belong to C (i.e there is no more pairs to 
explore, and initial behaviours were bisimulation equivalent). 

Basically, this is the method followed in [FM90], where a depth-first-search strategy 
(DFS) instead of a BFS is used. Because all processed behaviour pairs have to be kept in 
memory, DFS will require -worst case- an n 1 · n2 memory space, where n 1 and n2 are 
the number of states in each system. 

Based on the fact that bisimulation is an equivalence relation, only the equivalence 
class each behaviour expression belongs to has to be stored, instead of mantaining pairs 
of expressions. The proposed algorithm is shown in figure 4. 

Therefore, all to-be-checked behaviour states could be assigned to the same equivalence 
class, instead of storing them by pairs. As a consequence, memory usage complexity is 
reduced to O(n1 + n2 ), because each behaviour state can belong to just one equivalence 
class. 

Intuitively, this improvement can be explained as follows: if we find that (B1 , B2 ) E C 
and (B2 , B3) E C, a further exploration of (B1 , B3) would not be needed. 

To distinguish checked behaviours from to-be-checked ones, classes and levels are man
tained. Classes are related to the concept of action equivalence class (~a) and we denote 
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function veriLbf(B1, B2): boolean 
([BI]) := {[B1]}; ([B2]) := {[B2]}; 
((BI]) := ((BI]) U ((B2]); V := { ((B1]) }; 
while V =1- 0 do begin 

l0 := get(V); [B;] := get(l0 ); 

for each [Bi] E l0 do 
if B; 'f.a Bi then return(false) 
else begin 

for each a E Out(B;) do begin (* Calculate next levels *) 
B; := get(D;;'(B;)); 
for each Bj E D;;'(Bi) U D;;'(B;) do 

if ([Bn) =I- ([Bj]) then ([Bn) := ([Bn) u ([Bj]); 
if ([Bn) rt V then insert ([Bn) in V; 

end; 
[B;] := [B;] U [Bi]; 

end; 
end; (* while *) 
return( true); 

end veriLbf 

Figure 4 Deterministic case, version 2 

them as [B,]. This notation is used to represent both a class identifier and the correspond
ing set (i.e. the set of all behaviours belonging to this class). Levels group classes that 
must be collapsed into a single class to asses bisimulation equivalence. Levels are denoted 
as ([B;]), and this notation is used -analogously to classes- to represent both identifiers 
and the corresponding sets (i.e. the set of all classes belonging to this level). 

We assume that global sets for behaviours (states), classes and levels are maintained to 
keep track of class and level assignments. States resp. classes are tagged with their assigned 
class resp. level. Tags are updated during joining operations (e.g. [B;] := [B;] U [BiD· 

The set D;;'(B) is constructed applying the corresponding language derivation rules 
to expression B. Note that transitions are not further needed once that derivatives have 
been calculated, and therefore only states (their defining behaviour expression) have to 
be stored. During this calculation, it is assigned to every behaviour expression its corre
sponding class (i.e.: if a behaviour has been processed before, it will be already assigned 
to a class; if not, a new class is created and this behaviour is assigned to it). The same 
applies to classes w .r. t. levels. 

An interesting improvement of the algorithm proposed as version 2 w.r.t the one pro
posed as version 1 (and consequentely w.r.t. the one appearing in [FM90]) is its reduced 
memory usage. As already mentioned, every state belongs to just one class, and every 
class belongs to just one level. The data structures used depend on the number of levels 
and classes, and therefore memory complexity is O(n1 + n 2 ). 
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Computational complexity depends on two factors: the number of comparisons between 
states or classes, and the cost related to the unification of classes and levels. 

This algorithm unifies the states reached from both LTS. The number of transitions in 
both systems determines the number of reachable states. As a consequence, first factor 
above defines a computational complexity O((n1 + n2) • ka), where ka is a upper bound 
for the maximal fan-out of a state from both LTS (i.e. card(UaEOu(B) D;;'(E)) ~ ka). 

For example, let Ql and Q2 be two LTS with state sets /31 = {E1 ... En,} resp. f32 = 
{E~ ... E~.} and initial states E1 resp. E;. Let n 1 < n2 • States from both LTS are defined 
as E; = a; Ei+l for 1 < i < n 1 - 1 and En, = a; El! resp. Ej = a; Ej+I for 1 < j < n2 - 1 
and E~. = a; E~ ,i.e, all states have one and only one transition through action a. 

During algorithm execution, action equivalence of states (El! ED, (E2, E~), ... and 
(En.-k-n, E~.) is checked, where k is a constant. At this point, n2 different state pairs 
have been explored, and consequentely n1 different classes have been constructed. 

If n2 is a multiple of nb i.e. ~ = (k + l).nl! next to-be-checked states will be the pair 
(E1, ED, which belong to the same class, so the algorithm terminates. Let suppose that 
n2 is not a multiple of n1, i.e. n2 > k.n1 and n2 < (k + l).n1. In this situation, the worst 
case occurs if all states are collapsed into a single class. This will mean that as many new 
explorations as the number of not already unified classes (i.e., ni) should be done. As a 
consequence n1 + n2 state pairs should be explored. 

As said, this situation represents the worst case, because all states are recursively reach
able from a given state. In other situations, the number of to-be-unified classes will be 
smaller. 

The second factor defines a complexity of O((n1 + n2 ) • logni), with n1 < n2 • This 
complexity represents the worst case for class and level joining operations. This occurs 
when states are grouped by pairs and joining operations are done with this cardinality. 
The maximum number of joining operations depends on the number of classes and levels, 
and is bounded by n1 (n1 < n2). 

Although not reflected in the presented algorithm for the sake of clarity, it is assumed 
that level and class sets keep information about its cardinality, and joining operations 
are done at the lowest cost (i.e., the smaller set is appended to the bigger one, and hash 
tables are used). 

For the previous computational complexity, the management of hash tables are sup
posed for the best case; we also supossed that expression comparations, and calculation 
of transitions from expressions, have a constant time complexity. 

3.2 Non Deterministic (General) Case 

When verifying strong bisimulation for (non-deterministic) general systems, checking co
herence equivalence is not sufficient (the converse of prop. 7 does not hold). In this case, 
conditions appearing in definition 2 must be considered. Direct a-derivatives may be
long to different classes, and further steps to check equivalence according to the general 
definition are needed. 

The proposed algorithm (figure 5) will have two different phases: a class generation 
phase, and a further class refinement phase, when needed. 

The generation phase has a structure similar to the deterministic algorithm but all 
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function veriLbf(Bb B2): boolean 
([B1]) := {[Bl]}; ([B2]) := {[B2]}; 
([B1]) := ([BI]) U ([B2]}; V := { ([B1]) }; 
while V =I 0 do begin 

lo := get(V); Rr := 0; 
for each [B;] E 10 do 

if :J[Bj] E Rr I B; ~a Bj then begin 
for each a E Out(B;) do begin(* Calculate next levels*) 

Bi := get(D;;'(B;)); 
for each Bj E D;;'(B;) U D;;'(Bi) do 

if ([Bi]) # ([Bj]) then ([B:J) := ([B:J) u ([Bj]); 
if ([Bi]) ¢ V then insert ([Bi]) in V; 

end; 
[B;] := [B;] U [Bi]; 

end 
else 

insert [B;] in Rr; 
for each [Bi] E Rr do 

if [Bj] n fh = 0 or [Bi] n {12 = 0 then return(false); 
end; (* while *) 
return( refine); 

end veriLbf 

Figure 5 Verification of Strong Bisimulation, general case. 

behaviours belonging to the same level do not have to be assigned to the same class 
(according to prop. 7). This structure keeps memory complexity bounded by O(n1 + n2), 
but trace coherence is not guaranteed at the end of this phase (it will increase memory 
usage) due to duplicated behaviours. 

In this phase, behaviours are grouped in their corresponding action-equivalent classes 
(~a) directed by the coherent traces. To achieve this goal, the same class structures class 
and level used for the deterministic case are used here. Note that this equivalence classes 
keep only the information needed to check strong bisimulation between B1 and B2 . 

At this point we distinguish between two different class types generated by the action
equivalence: the classes constructed during the generating phase directed from the coher
ence traces (partial classes), and the classes w.r.t. the whole state space (global classes). 
For example, in figure 1, the states B30 and B40 belong to the same partial class, while 
states B30 and B42 not belong to the same partial class and belong to the same global 
class. 

Our algorithm explores levels stored in set V. The difference w.r.t. the deterministic 
case is that is not necessary to collapse into one single class all the classes belonging to a 
level. Anyway, classes that belong to the same level and are action equivalent have to be 
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function refine: boolean 
( * W is the set of all classes *) 
again:= true; 
while again do begin (* I *) 

again:= false; 
for each [ B;] E W do 

if split([B;]) f 0 then begin 
again:= true; 
[Bi] := split([B;]); 
(B;] := (B;] - [Bi]; 
if (Bi] n (31 = 0 or (Bj] n (32 = 0 then return( false) 
else insert [Bi] in W; 
if (B;] n (31 = 0 or (B;] n (32 = 0 then return( false); 

end; 
if (BI] f (B2] then return(false); 

end; (* I*) 
return( true); 

end refine 

Figure 6 Function refine 
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unified. At the end of this process, classes belonging to a given level may not be action 
equivalent. 

Global classes are used to avoid growing complexity when comparing (partial) classes in 
set RT. A table which relates global with partial classes is maintained. If the apropriated 
data structures are selected (e.g. hash tables) the complexity of the generation phase is 
similar to the deterministic case. 

Once the generation phase is terminated without failure, a further refinement process 
is needed in order to obtain bisimulation classes according to definition 2 (function refine
ment, figure 6). To refine the classes generated we will use a classic partitioning technique 
(AHU74]: 

split([B;]) = {Bi E (B;] I comp_bf(B;,Bi) =false} 

ccbf(B1, B2) = { true 

false 

if Va E Ou1(B1), VBi E D;;_'(B1) 
:JBk E D;;_'(B2) I (Bk] = [Bj] 

otherwise 

Note that this refinement technique has low memory usage as its main advantage (mem
ory complexity is bounded by O(n1 + n2)). On the other side, it has a worse computa
tional complexity when compared with classic techniques obtained from it (PT87], but 
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in this last case a predecessor tree is needed, and therefore the memory complexity is 
O(m1 + m2 + n1 + n2), where m 1 and m 2 are the transition space of both LTS. 

In the proposed refinement algorithm not the full tree (m1 + m2 + n1 + n2 ), but just 
its states, have to be stored. Thansitions are only needed to refine the next partition, so 
they will be obtained from the behaviour expressions just at that very moment and never 
stored. 

Due to the generation phase, classes to be refined in this last function are not global 
but partial classes. Only in worst case partial and global classes will match. 

Proposition 11 The proposed algorithm (figure 5} is sound and always terminates. 
0 

Proof 

• Generation phase: 
This algorithm keeps, like in the deterministic case, levels and classes. However, in this 
case is not necessary that all classes belonging to a given level collapse in a single class. 
If B1 and B2 are strongly coherent in trace t E (£+)•, it is guaranteed that 
VB~ E D;;'(a1(k)) and VB~ E D;;'(a2(k)) then ([BU) = ([Bm 
and furthermore, if B~ ~a B~, then [BU = [B~]. 
Where a1. E path(B1, t), a2 E path(B2, t), k = length(t) and a1 ~a a2. 
Our algorithm returns false (the given LTS are not bisimulation equivalent), if there 
exists a class which does not have behaviours belonging to both LTS. This will mean 
that a trace can be found in which both LTS are not coherent, and therefore not 
bisimulation equivalent (proposition 7). 
The algorithm returns true if all to-be-explored levels have their corresponding be
haviours assigned to classes w.r.t. ~a, i.e. 
VB~, B~ E /31 U /32, if {[BU) = {[Bm and B~ ~a B~ then [B~] = [B~] 
In this case, we have that Vs E (£+)•. Va1 E path(B1, s). Va2 E path(B2, s) 

0 :::; j < length(al) (1) 

This algorithm always terminates. This is so because, like in the deterministic case, we 
have a finite number of states and transitions. As only classes are unified, after a finite 
number of steps all clases will be unified according to the conditions above. 

• Refinement phase: 
According to condition 1 from previous generation phase, obtained classes will group 
at least all behaviours needed in the refinement phase to the verification of bisimilarity 
for B1 and B2. 

Our algorithm returns false if it is concluded during the refinement process that [B1] f= 
[B2], or if a class that groups only behaviours from one LTS is detected. This will 
mean that condition in proposition 8 is satisfied, and therefore starting LTS will not 
be bisimulation equivalent. 
Our algorithm returns true if [BI] = [B2], and every further refinement does not modify 
classes. In this case, the definition of bisimulation will be satisfied (definition 2). 
In both cases, the proposed algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps. In 
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worst case, the number of refinement steps will equal the number of generated classes. 
If n 1 < n2 , the maximum number of classes grouping behaviours from both LTS will be 
n1. Therefore, there will be n1 refinements on n1 + n2 states, which implies n~ + n1 · n2 
steps. As n1 < n2 , the maximum number of refinement steps can be approximated by 
n1 · n2. 

Therefore, computational complexity (worst case) for function refine will be O(n1 · 

n2 · ka), with n 1 < n2 and ka the upper bound of the maximal fan out of both LTS. 
Computational complexity for refine defines the complexity of the whole algorithm. This 
is so because the complexity for the generation phase is similar to the complexity for the 
deterministic case. 

This computational complexity is similar to the (FM90] algorithm. Anyway, memory 
complexity is always bounded by O(n1 +n2). As in the deterministic case, data structures 
depend solely on the size of the state space, and the same assumptions are made. 

4 APPLICATIONS 

Example 
We want to verify expressions B30 and B40 from figure 1. Here, the generation phase is 
completed successfully. 

(B3o] := (B3o] U (B4o] = {B3o, B4o} 
(B31] := (B31] U (B41] = { B31, B4I} 
(B32] := (B32] U (B33] U (B42] = { B32, B33, B42} 
(B34] := (B34] U (B43] = { B34, B43} 
(B3s] := (BJs] U (B44] = { B3s, B44} 

Note that every class has states from both LTS. During the refinement phase, a new 
class is obtaind from class c3: (B42] = { B42} 
When class (B42] is refined from class (B32], a class with a single element belonging to one 
LTS is detected. The algorithm terminates with failure. 

Another example would be expressions B 10 and B2o from the same figure 1. 

((Bw]) = {[Bw], [B2o]} 
((Bn]) = {(Bn], (B12J, (B21J, (B22]} 

((B13]) = {(B13], (B23]} 

[Bw] := [Bw] U [B2ol = { Bw, B2o} 
(Bn] := (Bn] U (B2I] ={En, B21} 
(B12J := (Bl2] U (B22] = {B12,B22} 

[Bd and (B23] can not be unified because B13 -:f-a B23 , and therefore the algorithm will 
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return false due to [B13] n {32 = 0. 
D 

The proposed algorithms can be applied to every bisimulation-based equivalence rela
tion. In these cases, the suitable transition (derivative) system has to be defined. 

In the case of weak bisimulation, "-a-+" transitions are replaced by the corresponding 
"= a =>" transitions, which reflect the influence of the internal action i. Therefore, we 
have that for a E L + 
B = a => B' if there exist states B1 and B2 such that B = t => B1 - a -+ B2 = t => B' 

where B = t => B' if B = B' or B - in -+ B' for n 2': 1 
In this case, behaviours that diverge or have loops composed by internal actions have 

to be considered. 
The definitions of coherence and action sets accepted by states have to be modified 

taking into account the new defined transitions. 
Another application case could be the verification of branching bisimulation [GW89]. 

This relation can be seen as a weak bisimulation relation where each state keeps its own 
branching possibilities. 

In addition to the case where one of the to-be-verified LTS is known to be determinis
tic, deterministic algorithm can also be applied to the verification of testing equivalence 
[Lla94]. The complexity in this case can grow due to the normalization of LTS under 
testing equivalence. 

The techniques on which the proposed algorithms are based can also be applied to LTS 
minimization. In this case, only global classes have to be taken into account to check 
first-order bisimilarity w.r.t. the whole state space. During the construction of the LTS, 
only states are kept in memory, and transitions are generated only for the construction 
and refinement. Then, a refinement phase is issued until all the generated classes represent 
bisimilar states. Once the refined equivalence classes are obtained, the full LTS can be 
constructed (i.e. states and transitions), but now these LTS will be minimal. Minimization 
would be obtained without having to start with the full LTS stored in memory. 

There is a draft implementation of these algorithms for the tool LOLA (QPF89]. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper an algorithm for direct verification of specifications was presented. Like in 
the case of [FM90], there is no need to keep in memory the whole LTS. In worst case 
we only have to keep its states (behaviour expressions), and never its transitions. With 
classical techniques, LTS has to be constructed and kept in memory (states+ transitions) 
before the verification procedure. 

Neverthless, our algorithm shows a better memory complexity with respect to [FM90], 
which permits the verification of bigger specifications. 

Two cases were considered: deterministic (at least one of the to-be-verified LTS is 
deterministic) and general (non-deterministic). In both cases, the memory complexity is 
O(n1 + n2). 

Deterministic case has a computational complexity of O((n1 + n2) · (ka + logn1)), where 
ka is an upper bound of the maximal fan-out of both LTS. 

Our algorithm generates first-order-bisimulation groupings for the verification of be-
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haviour LTS, and checks that every class has elements from both LTS. Failure can be 
detected in this class generation phase. 

The time complexity for the general case is bounded by O(n1 ·n2 ·ka) (assumed n 1 < n2 ). 

There are many verification environments where condition n1 < n2 holds, like when a 
specification (n1) is verified against an implementation (n2). 

For the previous computational complexity, the management of hash tables are sup
posed for the best case; we also supossed that expression comparations, and calculation 
of transitions from expressions, have a constant time complexity. 
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